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EDITORIAL

In the Secretary's Column of the December issue, 15:4 of this journal, Dr. Sperryn wrote of the need for reunification
of the various bodies concerned with medicine and science applied to sport, and the establishment of liaison between
these bodies as a first step. As far back as 1958 the Ergonomics Research Society formed an ad hoc group for the study
of physiological and psychological problems in sport, which later became the Society's Fitness and Training Section,
disbanded late in the 1960's and this was at a time when the membership of the British Association of Sport and
Medicine was admitting to membership more physiologists and others interested in the same field. Some useful joint
meetings were held, and ideas exchanged. Many belonged to both organisations, but even so, activities overlapped not
infrequently, and resources could rarely be pooled. The logical next step was the formation of two new groups; sports
psychologists and those interested in the physiological and biomechanical aspects (whose forthcoming joint meeting is
mentioned in the "Future Meetings" section of this journal). In a similar way, special interest groups in the professions
supplementary to medicine began to spring up. The Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Sports Medicine was
formed in 1973 as a group within the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy, and restricted to Chartered Physiotherapists.
The Society of Remedial Gymnasts have always been interested as a profession in sport and active rehabilitation, so had
no need to form a special sports group. The development of interest in the athlete's main instrument of locomotion, his
feet and legs, encouraged by a lead from the USA, have lead to the establishment of the Sports Podiatry group within
the Chiropodists' Society. Among medical practitioners there is still a multiplicity of organisations concerned with
sport and medicine; not just the multi-disciplinary BASM, but the Institute of Sports Medicine, the Olympic Medical
Officers, the Commonwealth Games Medical Officers, Medical Officers of Association Football Clubs, and now the
British Association of Trauma in Sport.

An attempt has already been made to establish some degree of liaison between some of the groups of doctors con-
cerned, and a useful preliminary meeting took place on February 22nd between doctors on BASM's Executive Com-
mittee, officers of BATS, and individual members of the Institute. Future developments will be reported in the
Secretary's Column in a future issue. There is need for an organisation that can speak with a united voice, can give
authoritative instruction rather than advice, can be a central clearing house for dispersal of information and provide a
library service.

WHAT IS A PHYSIOTHERAPIST? The public, and that includes officials of football and other sports clubs and sur-
prisingly some doctors, do not always realise that the description "physiotherapist" can be self-bestowed by anyone
who treats patients by massage, heat or other electric or physical means. As Dr. Sperryn points out in Medical News,
February 15th, 1982, some First Division football clubs have as their "physiotherapist" people whose only qualifica-
tion is the Football Association's Treatment of Injury Certificate, admittedly much more comprehensive than the basic
First Aid Certificate of the St. John Ambulance Association, but far from the three year full-time course required for
Membership of the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy. Legislation should be introduced to protect the title of physio-
therapist, but meanwhile doctors associated with sport should take care that treatment which should be carried out
only by properly qualified physiotherapists IS performed only by those whose training and experience is that of the
Chartered Physiotherapist or by someone qualified abroad of equivalent standing.

WORLD CONGRESS OF SPORTS MEDICINE. As announced in the last journal, the twenty-second World Congress
takes place in Vienna at the end of June and beginning of July. There is an interesting scientific programme, and a
fascinating social programme to go with it. Details are given in the Bulletin section of this journal, and it is hoped that a
substantial British contingent attends. It is expensive, but congresses are, and a good summer holiday is offered. The
BASM Executive Committee has put forward the nomination of Dr. P. N. Sperryn for the appointment of Treasurer
to the International Federation of Sports Medicine (FIMS). If elected, he faces a big task in reorganising the whole
question of FIMS membership, national and individual, but with Dr. Allan Ryan of the USA recently elected Secretary
General (succeeding Dr. J. G. P. Williams), and Dr. E. Eriksson (Sweden) President, FIMS should have an efficient and
far-sighted body of officers. We will also have a very big task in finding a successor as Honorary Secretary to BASM,
and might well have to divide the job among several if we are to expand our activities.

The Executive Committee have also elected to send the Chairman, Mr. Basil Helal, as the National Representative of
the British sports medicine national organisation, and he will be supported by several other members of the Executive
Committee, attending in a private capacity, and we hope by several other members as well.

THE CURRENT NUMBER OF BJSM. In this number, two studies are reported by the Salford University team on the
changes in the performance of racing cyclists of Olympic calibre, in both road and sprint events, throughout training.
The results should be of interest not only to those caring for cyclists of club standard, but to those concerned with
other sportsmen as well.
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A report from Manchester University's Sports Injury Clinic finishes with the disappointing news that the financial
cut-backs, that have so affected universities, particularly in the North, will almost certainly lead to the closure of this
clinic at the end of the academic year. We wonder how many other clinics for sports injuries face a similar fate unless
they can be run with severe economy, using such facilities as out-patient, physiotherapy or accident/emergency depart-
ments in the evenings or at weekends. The new venture at Leicester Royal Infirmary is being run this way by the senior
registrar, A & E, and the Superintendant Physiotherapist. They have a very busy "soft-tissue injury clinic" (which
sounds better than "sports injury", which sounds too exclusive) every Sunday morning.

The risks of trampoline accidents are still of much concern in Denmark, six severe injuries being reported, and con-
tributing to the Danish Education Ministry's ban on this apparatus in schools. One of our physical education members,
Mr. John Pearson, writes that the large amount of "handling injuries" reported in the earlier article in BJSM 15:3,
illustrated by the photographs showing the trampoline being erected, is "positive that any physical educationist in the
UK would be totally amazed at che manner in which children are "assisting" in the erection of the apparatus. One
would hardly describe this as being in the interests of safety, rather that it was highly likely to occasion injury to those
foolish enough to act in the manner illustrated". This is a view that the Danish authors also emphasise. It is not,
however, only the trampoline that can cause serious injury in the gymnasium. Thompson and Morris describe quadri-
plegia resulting from a fall during a partner-lifting exercise, and in many people's minds is the recent Leicester tragedy
of a fatal accident resulting from a bad landing from standard gymnastic apparatus by Danny King, an expert instructor
giving a public display to promote fitness.

Two more articles from Denmark give contrasting views on the management of injuries to the lateral ligament of the
ankle joint, one by surgical repair and the other by conservative measures. They are not mutually exclusive, and enable
the clinician to make a balanced decision, treating each case on its own merits. Other articles describe the ever-present
problem of groin and hamstring injuries; a success story of an asthmatic Indian soldier, and a report about the respir-
atory functions of the players of a wild and energetic Asian game which could well find its way into these schools of
Europe suffering from cut-backs in money for education.

A preliminary report published last year in BJSM 15:2 (June) on visco-elastic heel supports has excited some
comment and controversy, resulting in a challenge from an experienced clinician, a letter from a podiatrist, and a
riposte from the author.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RATES. It is to be hoped that by now all BASM members and external library subscribers have
paid the new subscriptions. By the end of January, out of our total membership of 1,300 (excluding Scottish members,
who pay to their area treasurer), only 60 correct subscriptions were received. Despite notices in the September and
December numbers, we still had to send out 600 notices requesting the balance of payment from those who had failed
to update banker's orders. At the present postage rate, half a crown in proper money for each UK second class letter,
plus secretarial time, this has been very costly, and totally unnecessary in most cases. We are now in the process of
sending out subscription reminders to those who so far have not paid at all. We also had letters complaining of non-
arrival of journals, which end not infrequently with "perhaps I forgot to inform you of my change of address in 1978"!
The new rates are given again in the Bulletin section of this journal. It would also be appreciated if anyone possessing
uncompleted obsolete banker's order forms for £5, perhaps on new membership applications, should destroy them, or
modify them for the correct payment.

SQUASH BALL INJURIES TO THE EYE. Reports and letters in various medical journals and newspapers, BMJ,
"Doctor", "Medical News" among others, draw attention to the hazards of high-velocity squash balls inflicting severe
trauma to the eye. Squash is a game of increasing popularity, but unless the use of adequate protective goggles becomes
more widespread we will see these tragic and preventable injuries more frequently.

CORRECT SPORTS DRESS. As a tailpiece (perhaps a most appropriate term?) our local ladies' Bowls Club have just
enrolled a new member from a nearby suburb of Leicester. She left her previous club because "At a funeral of one of
our members last summer our club members showed disrespect by not attending in club uniform. Although not during
the winter, we ALWAYS attend funerals in club uniform when we are in season".
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